1. Jacqueline Cable & Shane Beech  
*Concertino da Camera (1935)* by Jacques Ibert  
I. Allegro con moto.

2. Julian Malinowski & Christy Lin  
*Sonata (1931)* by Wolfgang Jacobi  
First movement

3. Anessa Lang & Laura How  
*Concertstuck pour Saxophone Alto et Piano* by Pierre-Max Dubois  
I. Aria

4. Brad Justason & Allyssa Haigh  
*+8* by Dennis DeSantis

5. *Jazz Vignettes* by Andrew White  
*A Little Melancholy & Buttercup’s Chicken Shack*  
Nair, Ing, Whitehorne & Lang

6. Alice Maundrell & Yvonne Fawcett  
*Sonate en Ut# (1943)* by Fernande Decruck  
II. Noël

7. Lee Whitehorne  
*Improvisation I (1972 Toronto)* by Ryo Noda

8. Austin Nicholl & Jenny Chang  
*Tableaux de Provence (1954-59)* by Paule Maurice  
IV. *Dis alyscamps l’amour soupirer*

9. Julia Kimberley & Monica Green  
*Histoires (1922)* by Jacque Ibert  
I. La meneuse de tortues d’or & II. Le petit âne blanc

10. Jenny Ing & Romaine Gehring  
*Devil’s Rag (1990)* by Jean Matitia

11. Scherzo (1941) by Marcel Poot  
Malinowski, Nicholl, Maynard & Maundrell

10 MINUTE INTERMISSION

12. Paul Spelt & Adrian Bronson  
*Concerto (1926)* by Jascha Gurewich  
First movement

13. Sean Maynard & Josh Herrett  
*Sonate (1956)* by Pierre-Max Dubois  
First movement

14. Calistra Nair & Barry Tan  
*I Pece en Form de Habanera (1907)* by M. Ravel

15. *Clipper Quartet • Concertino* by Marcel Poot  
Cable, Kimberley, Spelt & Justason

Reception to follow • Boston Pizza/University Heights

*The Saxophone Class acknowledges with much gratitude the vital ongoing contribution to our class provided by students and teachers of: the Guitar studio (Dr. Alexander Dunn); the Percussion (Mr. Bill Limwood) and Piano studios.*
Class of 2012 | Major | Year
---|---|---
Jennifer Ing | Music Education | 4
Bradley Justason | Comprehensive | 4
Jacqueline Cable | Performance | 3
Julia Kimberley | Comprehensive | 3
Alice Maundrell | Music Education | 3
Anessa Lang | Comprehensive | 2
Calistra Nair | Music Education | 2
Paul Spelt | Music Education | 2
Lee Whitehorne | Comprehensive | 2
Julian Malinowski | Comprehensive | 1
Austin Nicholl | Comprehensive | 1
Sean Maynard | Comprehensive | 1

SAXOPHONE CLASS RECITAL
UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC
8PM • JANUARY 21, 2012
ADMISSION BY DONATION
SAXOPHONISTS FROM THE CLASS OF WENDELL CLANTON
IN COLLABORATION WITH PIANISTS FROM THE STUDIOS OF MAY LING KWOK, MICHELLE MARES, ARTHUR ROWE, EVA SOLAR-KINDERMANN & BRUCE VOGT.

Alumni News
Ms. Alex Miller (Grad ’07) completes her DMA: 2012.
Mr. Stephen Lewis (Grad ‘09) begins his DMA: 2012.
Alexander Richards (Grad ‘11) is completing the 1st year of the Master of Music Degree in Performance under the tutelage of the legendary saxophonist Dr. Eugene Rousseau.

uvicsaxophone.blogspot.com